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Shakespeare's 'Whores' - K. Stanton 2014-07-08
Shakespeare's 'Whores' studies each use of the
word 'whore' in Shakespeare's canon, focusing
especially on the positive personal and social
effects of female sexuality, as represented in
several major female characters, from the
goddess Venus, to the queen Cleopatra, to the
cross-dressing Rosalind, and many others.
Make Over - Jen Hatmaker 2014-02-27
In this 5-session Bible study on character, you’ll
see what women from the Bible have to say
about balancing our sanity with great
expectations. With her infectious humor and
honest voice, Jen Hatmaker shares insights that
will help you manage your time, set priorities
and boundaries, and organize your world.
Leader’s guide included with discussion
questions. If using in a group, personal study is
needed between meetings.
Parables and Other Bible Studies - Rose
Publishing 2021-04-18
Part of the Rose Bible Basics series, Parables
and Other Bible Studies will help you see the
love of God through some of your favorite Bible
passages. Each chapter provides basic tools for
interpreting and applying Scripture so you can
learn how to walk in step with God’s plan for
your life. Your small group or Sunday school
class will enjoy studying these favorite biblical
passages: Parables of Jesus: insights into God’s
Kingdom life Life of Joseph: on the purpose of
suffering Psalm 23: comfort during difficult
times Life of David: God’s power in the lives of
flawed people Esther: Answers the question,
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“Where is God when life is unfair? 1 Corinthians
13: patience, kindness, perseverance Also
includes a six-session study guide.
Quality with Soul - Robert Benne 2001
This book demonstrates that, despite much
evidence to the contrary, there are still Christian
colleges and universities of high academic
quality that have also kept their religious
heritages publicly relevant. Respected scholar
Robert Benne explores how six schools from six
different religious traditions (Calvin College,
Wheaton College, St. Olaf College, Valparaiso
University, Baylor University, and the University
of Notre Dame) have maintained "quality with
soul." These constructive case studies examine
the vision, ethos, and personnel policies of each
school, showing how--and why--its religious
foundation remains strong.
Reaching Out to Special People - Jim Pierson
1989
The Troubleshooting Guide to Christian
Education - John R. Cionca 1986
Beyond Church Growth - Robert E. Logan
1990-01-01
Based on God's vision for churches in Matthew
28:18-20, this book presents sound methods for
making disciples, winning the lost for Christ, and
planting new churches.
Make Your Sunday School Grow Through
Evaluation - Harold J. Westing 1976
Resources in Education - 1990
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GraceQuest - Robert V. Rakestraw 2015-04-13
In this fascinating spiritual-theological
autobiography, Robert Rakestraw tells of his
lifelong, unceasing search for God. After a
troubled and unconventional childhood, he came
to know the grace and freedom of God in a
personal way during his college years. He then
embarked on an unwavering intellectual and
spiritual quest for truth and meaning in life.
Without technical language, Rakestraw
highlights significant developments and
revisions in his understanding of God and God's
ways of interacting with the world. In striking
and sometimes intimate detail he relates
compellingly his experiences as a student,
pastor, professor, sufferer, heart-transplant
recipient, and above all, seeker of God. Dr.
Rakestraw's gripping portrayal of his difficulties
and sufferings, especially with regard to health
issues, does not come across as depressing.
Rather, it presents the sustaining love and
goodness of God in such a way that will pull
readers in to investigate the remarkable and
freely-offered grace of God extolled by the
author.
Step by Step Through Scripture - Mark Quinn
1999
A resource of 78 lessons on reproducible
worksheets that accompany student's study of
the Old and New Testament. The lessons include
a variety of activities - fill-in-the-blank, matching,
multiple choice, crossword puzzle, and the like.
Inspiration - Alden L. Thompson 2016-12-20
• Is the Bible historically accurate? • Are there
any contradictions in the Bible? • If we look too
closely at the Bible might we find things that will
destroy our faith? • Should I be afraid that some
new archaeological discovery will prove the
Bible wrong? • How much freedom do I have to
interpret the Bible? Combining history,

Let All the Little Children Come to Me Malesa Breeding 2013-03-17
It is said that everyone has a story to tell, a voice
that deserves to be heard. There are many
thousands of children with special needs who
have long been ignored, rejected and excluded
from our schools, our communities, and, sadly,
from our Bible classes. We believe that these
children are loved deeply and completely by our
Lord and that they too are called to come unto
Him. This book speaks to the heart and to the
head. Teachers and pastors will find inspiration
and information, reminding them that God calls
us to include all children, no matter the
challenge. In addition, the book includes
wonderfully practical elements with many ideas
that can be easily integrated into any classroom.
By combining philosophy and strategies, this
book will equip the typical church volunteer
teacher to meet the needs of all the children in
her classroom.
New Member Assimilation - Joel D. Heck 1988
Guidelines for Leading Your Congregation
2017-2020: Complete Set with Slipcase &
Online Access - General Board Of Discipleship
2016-11-15
"The local church is to minister to persons in the
community where the church is located, to
provide appropriate training and nurture to all,
to cooperate in ministry with other local
churches, to defend God's creation and live as an
ecologically responsible community, and to
participate in the worldwide mission of the
church." — Book of Discipline 2012 ¶202 The
twenty-six Guidelines for Leading Your
Congregation 2017-2020, one for each ministry
area, cover church leadership areas, as well as
areas focused on nurture, outreach, and witness.
The booklets are tools that get new lay leaders
off to a good start and as a reference resource
for all lay leaders. Each booklet includes the
basic "job description" for the leader as well as
practical "how-to" information important to
implementing ministry effectively. Brief and to
the point making it a perfect resource for the
busy, but spirit-led leader. eBook Edition allows
you download a digital file of all 26 Guidelines to
your eReader for personal use. Include
Guidelines included in Sets and sold separately
are: Adult Ministries Advocates for Inclusiveness
bible-class-evaluation-form
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Scripture, and an understanding of human
nature, Dr. Thompson takes on the difficult
questions regarding the Bible and inspiration.
He goes beyond the question of whether you can
trust the Bible to ask whether you can trust
yourself as you study. This unique study of
inspiration uses internal evidence from the Bible
text, its history, collection, and transmission to
look at the way in which God works through
prophets and Bible writers. As an experiential
lens, he uses the experience of the Seventh-day
Adventist community, of which he is a part, and
its reception and use of Ellen White as God’s
messenger. This provides an example of
someone who produced an incredible volume of
written material in her lifetime, yet maintained a
great humility and understood her own spiritual
experience as one of growth. However,
Inspiration: Hard Questions: Honest Answers is
not just for Seventh-day Adventists. The lessons,
drawn from the experience of one community,
have wide applicability as we look at a range of
views on biblical interpretation, experience,
tradition, and contemporary claims of a
prophetic word. All communities of faith would
do well to ask the hard questions addressed in
this book and to learn from the history and
experience of others. Ultimately, the author is
addressing a question that comes to all of us:
What is God’s will and how can I know it? Can I
be certain? To find the answers we need, Dr.
Thompson reminds us “We cannot just know
Scripture, we have to know God.” In this Second
Revised Edition, you will find a new “bridge”
chapter, designed to invite readers outside of
the Adventist tradition to join in the
conversation, as well as a number of minor
updates, and a set of beautiful photographs and
drawings inspired by scripture, prepared for this
edition by Wanda Thompson. It is not enough to
determine how the inspiration of scripture works
as a theological tenet or a doctrinal point.
Ultimately, for God’s Word in scripture to
accomplish its mission, we must each be
inspired by it as well.
DRS: An Intellectual Approach To Bible
Study II - Dr. Shi-Brone (Jake) Jacobs
2016-12-14
Dr. Jacobs book provides a series of methods by
which to objectively approach difficult Biblical
topics. Additionally, it offers readers a
bible-class-evaluation-form

perspective view held by many non-Christians so
that appropriate apologetic stances can be
developed.
Self-Confrontation A Manual for In-Depth
Biblical Discipleship - John C. Broger 1991-10-01
The purpose of this manual is to teach you how
to examine yourself biblically so you can live in a
manner that pleases the Lord and help others to
do the same. The material in this manual also
has been used in Bible studies for youth and
adults, classes for Christian students (junior
high, high school, college, and seminary level),
courses of study designed to prepare
missionaries for their ministry, evangelism
training, discipleship training in prison
ministries, Sunday school classes, home group
studies, personal devotional studies, and
Scripture memorization programs. In addition, it
has proved valuable as a resource for pastors,
counselors, health care professionals, personnel
managers, educators, social workers and other
professionals who are responsible to deal with
personal and interpersonal problems. As you
progress through this manual, you will discover
many other uses for this material in your life and
personal ministry. Please do not be intimidated
by the volume of Scripture references contained
in this manual. A new believer in Jesus Christ
can find great comfort and help from looking up
only one verse out of many that are listed on a
particular subject. On the other hand, the Bible
scholar or seminary student may desire to
research many of the Scripture references from
the original languages of the Bible. No matter
how proficient you are in using Scripture, this
manual encourages you to rely on the Word of
God to discover God’s sufficiency for every
aspect of your life.
Christian Education - Robert E. Clark
1991-10-22
Whether in the home or in the church or in a
Christian school, the challenge of contemporary
Christian educators is to meet the academic
needs of students while remaining unswerving in
adherence to biblical principles. Christian
Education: Foundations for the Future
introduces you to the basics of a healthy
Christian education program, then takes you
beyond, showing you how to develop a fresh,
innovative Christian education program that will
revitalize your church, home, or school.
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Membership Matters - Charles E. Lawless 2005
"Based on a national study, this book shows how
churches can move both new and old members
into ministry by implementing effective new
members' classes"--Provided by publisher.
Adult Bible Studies Winter 2020-2021
Teacher - Von Unruh 2020-10-20
Winter Theme: Hope This winter, our lessons
develop the theme of “Hope.” The writers of the
student book lessons are Taylor Mills and Bruce
Batchelor-Glader; the teacher book writer is
Stan Purdum. The Good News These lessons
continue a unit that began with the last Sunday
in the fall quarter, encompassing the Sundays of
Advent and the first Sunday after Christmas.
They call us to consider the Incarnation and
what it means that God sent Jesus into the world
in human form, as one of us. Thus, the lessons
invite us to think about the relationship God
wants to have with us and how God’s sending
Jesus makes that relationship possible. The
Hypocrites and the Holy The lessons in this unit
challenge us to examine ourselves in light of the
examples we see in the individuals in Scripture.
Where do we find instances of hypocrisy or
holiness? And how do these tendencies
contribute to or diminish our hope? Lesson 5
focuses on John the Baptist, preparing the way
for Jesus, the hope of the world. Lesson 6 tells of
Jesus commenting on John’s ministry and
announcing the good news. Lessons 7 and 8 help
us think about how the hope Jesus brought
functions in our lives. And Lesson 9 looks toward
the ultimate fulfillment of that hope, with the full
coming of the kingdom of God. Holy Living This
unit embraces all the Sundays of February and
March; and, as such, it continues into the next
quarter. The eight lessons of the unit invite us to
think about what it means to be the people of
God and to pursue holy living. The four lessons
in this quarter help us look at how we deal with
one another; how faith is expressed action; the
sort of “fasting” God wants from us (whether or
not we abstain from certain foods); and how, in
fact, Christians are the temple of God. During
this unit, Lent begins, which is an especially
appropriate time to think about holiness.
Hundreds of thousands of people each week
have transformative encounters with God
through Adult Bible Studies—Bible-based,
Christ-focused Sunday school lessons and
bible-class-evaluation-form

midweek Bible studies endorsed by the
Curriculum Resources Committee of the The
United Methodist Church. In fall 2019, based on
feedback from hundreds of readers, we made
exciting changes designed to benefit Bible study
groups. For 2020, in response to additional
feedback, we are reintroducing printed focal
Bible passages in both the Student and Teacher
books. Lessons follow the church seasons,
including Advent and Lent, and include
suggestions for developing spiritual practices to
help nurture your faith. Published quarterly,
each week's Student Book lesson lists
background Scripture, features key verses,
provides reliable and relevant biblical
explanation and application, and more, in a
readable font size that is accessible to everyone.
Visit AdultBibleStudies.com and sign up for the
FREE weekly newsletter to automatically receive
the FREE Current Events Supplement and other
information about these resources and more!
Pastoral Counseling for Orphans and
Vulnerable Children - Tuntufye Anangisye
Mwenisongole 2018-04-27
The existence of orphans is as inevitable to most
African cities and the world as it is death. These
orphans are caused by the death of one or both
parents due to various reasons, including the
scourge of HIV and AIDS. Being orphans, most
of them are vulnerable to difficult lives because
they have nobody to fend for them and take care
of their lives. They lack adequate food, living
expenses, school fees, and care since their
current guardians are also in adverse economic
situations. In such situations, orphans end up
living a life of hopelessness and trauma, which
makes them deeply remember their dead
parents and the care they received from them
before death. Following the vulnerable situation
of most orphans, this book, through a study done
in the Tanzanian context, challenges churches to
extend their counseling and caring ministries to
Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVC). It
purports that the use of narrative approach is
the most effective way to enter into the world of
vulnerable children in order to provide pastoral
counseling to them. This approach helps pastoral
counselors to use life stories, proverbs, biblical
narratives, plays, arts, songs, riddles, poems,
symbols, and images as healing and coping
mechanisms for OVC. Therefore, this book is
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helpful not only to churches and their ministry to
orphans and vulnerable children, but also to
those who care for orphans in their homes.
Moreover, it will be helpful to children who live
in adverse conditions worldwide to find ways to
cope with their situations through the stories of
children used inside this book.
Houston Private and Select Public Schools Shelby Joe 2013-08
Now in its third edition, General Academic's
comprehensive guide to Houston private and
select public schools contains more than 300
pages of advice, analysis, school profiles, and
more. Our publication should provide the basic
building blocks for parents to jump-start their
journey in researching, applying to, and
selecting a school for their child. This third
edition features profiles on 41 private and 23
select public schools in and around Houston's
610 Loop and Beltway 8 highways. General
Academic is an academic consulting and
supplementary education company based in
Houston's Rice Village; it was founded in 2003.
A Feminist Companion to Shakespeare - Dympna
Callaghan 2016-03-15
The question is not whether Shakespeare studies
needs feminism, but whether feminism needs
Shakespeare. This is the explicitly political
approach taken in the dynamic and newly
updated edition of A Feminist Companion to
Shakespeare. Provides the definitive feminist
statement on Shakespeare for the 21st century
Updates address some of the newest theatrical
andcreative engagements with Shakespeare,
offering fresh insights into Shakespeare’s plays
and poems, and gender dynamics in early
modern England Contributors come from across
the feminist generations and from various stages
in their careers to address what is new in the
field in terms of historical and textual discovery
Explores issues vital to feminist inquiry,
including race, sexuality, the body, queer
politics, social economies, religion, and
capitalism In addition to highlighting changes, it
draws attention to the strong continuities of
scholarship in this field over the course of the
history of feminist criticism of Shakespeare The
previous edition was a recipient of a Choice
Outstanding Academic Title award; this second
edition maintains its coverage and range, and
bringsthe scholarship right up to the present day
bible-class-evaluation-form

The Youth Leaders Source Book - Gary Dausey
1991
Church Administration and Finance Manual Otto F. Crumroy Jr. 1998-10
A field-tested, pragmatic, and resourceful guide
to the daunting and logistically complex
management of local church. Pastors generally
feel equipped to deal with biblical studies,
theological questions, preaching responsibilities,
and pastoral care. But when it comes to budgets,
insurance, fire safety, and church management
many find themselves at a loss. Often lay leaders
within the congregation flounder with these
tasks as well. Here, finally, is the ultimate
reference guide for the practical management of
the parish. Originally created as a sourcebook
for the authors' week-long course on church
management and administration at the
Claremont School of Theology, the manual in
draft version has been field-tested by hundreds
of pastors and lay leaders. Not simply a
theoretical resource, the Manual provides
suggestions for almost every aspect of parish
administration: position descriptions, various
financial forms, materials for stewardship and
Christian education, building use and safety
issues, employee record keeping, and much
more. Whether pastors are just out of seminary
or well-seasoned in parish life, the Manual is full
of excellent guidelines, tools, and forms for
improving the management of the parish.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1975
The Family Story Bible - Ralph Milton 1996
With characteristic warmth and humour, Ralph
Milton retells Bible stories in an engaging,
contemporary way for kids and adults. 'The
Family Story Bible' meets the expectations of
today's values-oriented parents by using
inclusive language for God, and including stories
of both men and women in the Bible. Readers
will find old favourite stories and they will
discover stories often overlooked in children's
Bibles, such as the stories of the prophets,
wisdom literature, and the letters of the early
church. A delight to read and hear. Margaret
Kyle's illustrations brim with energy, curiosity,
and joy, capturing in full colour the setting and
the spirit of the stories.
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2009-05
Growing a Courageous Heart is a Christcentered curriculum for women in recovery for
all types of eating disorders. It provides clear
definitions of eating disorders and explores the
physical damage they cause, their protective
denial systems, their root causes, and their
cognitive processes. It also explores, emotional,
relational and spiritual damage caused by eating
disorders and provides practical tools for
overcoming them. The curriculum could be used
in support groups or in one-one therapy
sessions. Even those who struggle with
disordered eating patterns and body image
problems would also benefit from studying this
material. This curriculum will help eating
disorder survivors grow in their relationship
with God and with others as they courageously
face fears concerning food, relationships, life,
and body image. It'll help remove the shame of
having eating disorders as women learn to
depend on God for healing in this area of their
lives. "Growing a Courageous Heart is packed
with incredible material to assist those suffering
with disordered eating. Wendy addresses the
physical, emotional, cognitive, and spiritual
struggles that people face daily. While Growing
a Courageous Heart is user friendly, it addresses
the deeper complexities unique to eating
disorders. Many of my clients have successfully
worked through the book, some individually and
others in a group setting. I highly recommend
Wendy's book for those needing help to
overcome disordered eating patterns." Nancy
Keller, MFT "Wendy Mahill has created another
great tool for healing. Just like Growing A
Passionate Heart for sexual abuse, Growing A
Courageous Heart for eating disorders is
thorough, grace-filled, and a giant step on the
road to healing and living free." Steve Arterburn
Founder and Chairman of New Life Ministries
Founder of the Women of Faith(R) Conferences
Bible Treasures Teacher's Manual - Eleanor
Finkbeiner 2002-11

What Every Sunday School Teacher Should
Know - Elmer L. Towns 2001-12-10
Sharing God's Word with children can be the
most spiritually satisfying experience of your
life. But if you've never taught kids before the
prospect can be terrifying! Let Elmer Towns put
your fears to rest as you read through 24 "bitesized" topics covering everything from
motivation to gifting to teaching methods! This
easy-to-read book will inspire Sunday School
teachers - new and experienced - to embrace
with joy their important role of teaching children
of all ages about God's amazing love.
Christian Maturity - Instructors Guide Grace Bible College & Seminary
Guide to EEC Accreditation: Includes Self
Study Guide and Forms - Freda Stevens
Race and Biblical Studies - Tat-siong Benny
Liew 2022-10-20
Classrooms as communities are temporary, but
the racial effects can be long term. The biblical
studies classroom can be a site of personal and
social transformation. To make it a space for
positive change, the contributors to this volume
question and reevaluate traditional teaching
practices and assessment tools that foreground
white, Western scholarship in order to offer
practical guidance for an antiracist pedagogy.
The introduction and fifteen essays provide tools
for engaging issues of social context and
scriptural authority, nationalism and religious
identities, critical race theory, and how race,
gender, and class can be addressed
empathetically. Contributors Sonja Anderson,
Randall C. Bailey, Eric D. Barreto, Denise
Kimber Buell, Greg Carey, Haley Gabrielle,
Wilda C. Gafney, Julián Andrés González
Holguín, Sharon Jacob, Tat-siong Benny Liew,
Francisco Lozada Jr., Shelly Matthews, Roger S.
Nam, Wongi Park, Jean-Pierre Ruiz, Abraham
Smith, and Kay Higuera Smith share their
experience creating classrooms that are spaces
that enable the production of new knowledge
without reproducing a white subject of the
geopolitical West.
Disciple-Making Encounters - Darryl Wilson
2017-05-01

Democratizing Biblical Studies - Elisabeth
Schüssler Fiorenza 2009-01-01
"SchuÌˆssler Fiorenza addresses such questions
as, What are the educational practices and
procedures that are advocated by traditional
educational models, and how can they be

Growing a Courageous Heart - Wendy J. Mahill
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changed? What kinds of educational and
communicative practices do biblical studies need
to develop in order to fashion an emancipatory
democratizing rhetorical space and a forum of
many voices? To envision, articulate, debate, and
practice a radical democratic ethos of biblical
studies, she identifies emerging didactic models
that can foster such a radical democratic style of
learning"--Pbk. cover.
Sisters in Scripture - Kathleen MacInnis
Kichline 2009
Uses tools of biblical scholarship, prayer,
reflection and the insights of other women to
explore the relationships of various women of
both the Old and New Testament.
Opting for Change - F. Ross Kinsler 1991

those for a deacon’s wife. This warmhearted,
conversational new book from “Fresh Ideas”
syndicated columnist Diana Davis shares stories
and insights for deacon wives whether just
inaugurated or long experienced. The reader will
enjoy tips on how to best encourage her
husband’s work, the ministry of the pastor and
his wife, and other church staff and members.
There are also helpful home and family
suggestions, self-evaluation forms and
checklists, and even a detailed teaching plan to
share this wealth of material with other women
in the church
Names of God and Other Bible Studies Rose Publishing 2008
Names of God and Other Bible Studies contains
favorite Bible studies to use in small groups,
church groups, and for individual study. This
full-color book contains studies on the Names of
God, Names of Jesus, Names of the Holy Spirit,
Trinity, Ten Commandments, Lord's Prayer,
Beatitudes, Fruit of the Spirit, and Armor of God.
112 pages. Includes color charts, illustrations,
and photos throughout.
Church of God Evangel - 1979

Deacon Wives - Diana Davis 2009-06-01
In describing the qualities of a church deacon,
the Bible also emphasizes the traits of his
companion: “Wives, too, must be worthy of
respect, not slanderers, self-controlled, faithful
in everything” (1 Timothy 3:11). Yet for all the
traditional deacon handbooks, less prevalent are
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